A new image process for quantifying both convection velocities (Uc) and scales (λ d ) of turbulent structures captured in a fast-framing schlieren movie is presented. We obtained 90 time-series schlieren images of a transverse jet into a Mach 2 supersonic flow with 1-MHz sampling. The schlieren images captured not only the shock and expansion waves but also the turbulent structures within the jet and the boundary layer. The image intensities were extracted along the outer edges of the jet and the boundary layer and were remapped as a time-space intensity map. The time-space map exhibited swept stripe patterns, indicating that stable turbulent structures were periodically generated and convected downstream. The angle and interval of the stripe patterns were efficiently extracted using the two-dimensional Fourier transform, which corresponded to the Uc and λ d of the dominant structures. The zero-padding fast Fourier transform and the sub-pixel estimation of the spectral peak positions in the Fourier domain improved the accuracy for evaluating the angle and interval of the stripes, which resulted in the accurate evaluation of Uc and λ d . The proposed method was validated by comparing the Uc obtained using the proposed method to those obtained via schlieren image velocimetry for both the transverse jet and the supersonic boundary layer.
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Introduction
Unsteady measurements in supersonic and hypersonic flows require measuring instruments having a very high-frequency response, typically in the rage of several hundred kilohertz to several megahertz. Because such high-frequency response instruments are difficult to obtain, unsteady measurement is very challenging for supersonic and hypersonic flows. In the low-speed flow regime, constant temperature-type hot-wire anemometers (CTAs) are often used to measure the fluctuating velocity. The frequency response of a CTA is usually in the rage of several tens of kilohertz to 100 kHz, which is not high enough for supersonic and hypersonic flows. Comte-Bellot and Sarma (2001) developed a constant voltage-type hot-wire anemometer (CVA) having a response of several hundreds of kilohertz for a supersonic flow. Recently, Kondo et al. (2009 Kondo et al. ( & 2010 measured the fluctuations of the mass flux and concentration of a fuel jet in a supersonic flow using a parallel double-hot-wire probe and a CVA circuit. The hot-wire method provides only point-wise information. Planar and volumetric measurements, which are usually based on flowvisualization techniques, are preferable for investigating the flow structures in detail.
Fast-framing schlieren imaging is one of the powerful visualization techniques for unsteady high-speed flows. It is straightforward compared with other methods, such as particle image velocimetry (PIV), planar Doppler velocimetry (PDV), planar laser Rayleigh/Mie scattering (PLS), planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF), and pressure-sensitive paint (PSP). Fast-framing visualization requires a high-intensity light source for capturing instantaneous flow features and a high repetition rate for capturing a time-series image. However, the scattering light from particles and fluorescence and phosphorescence from molecules, which are used for PIV, PDV, PLS, PLIF and PSP, are weak. Bueno et al. (2005) and Ganapathisubramani et al. (2006 Ganapathisubramani et al. ( & 2007 captured the motion of a turbulent structure within the supersonic boundary layer via PIV and PLS, with a 10-kHz repetition Nd:YLF laser. The repetition rates of their measurements were low because they focused on the low-frequency motion of the flow separation due to the shock wave-oundary layer interaction. Their measurements indicated that very large-scale structure motion (VLSM) occurred in the supersonic boundary layer, similar to the structures in the subsonic boundary layer (Kim & Adrian 1999) , and that the VLSM significantly affected the size of the shock-induced separation and its low-frequency motion. The repetition rate of available commercial lasers is on the order of 1-10 kHz, which imposes a limitation on unsteady imaging.
The development of a pulse-burst laser system (Thurow et al. 2013 ) allowed megahertz-rate PIV, PDV, PLS, and PLIF. The remarkable resulting unsteady-imaging data revealed the turbulent structure motions in supersonic flows and provided insight into not only mechanism of supersonic turbulent mixing but also the shock wave-boundary layer interaction. Unfortunately, the pulseburst laser system is still difficult to create by only researchers in fluid dynamics.
On the other hand, schlieren imaging requires only a simple, inexpensive, and weak illumination system compared with the previous ones. In schlieren imaging, light from the source is directly focused on an imaging sensor, whereas in many other techniques, weak illumination from particles or molecules is measured. Therefore, the intensity of schlieren images is far higher than that of images obtained using other techniques, and schlieren imaging is easier than the other techniques for fast-framing visualization. Although schlieren imaging has great advantages for the illumination system, the technique typically employs qualitative measurement. Quantitative information must be extracted from schlieren images.
Some researchers focused on the turbulent structures captured in schlieren or shadowgraph images and evaluated their convection velocity. The convection velocity is one of the important indices for the effect of the compressibility on the growth rate of a jet. Therefore, these data are useful for developing scramjet combustors, which require rapid mixing between fuel and air because of the limited time and combustor length.
For subsonic flows, Brown and Roshko (1974) investigated the convection velocity in subsonic mixing layers. They captured a shadowgraph movie using a high-frame rate camera to examine the unsteady motions of eddies in the subsonic mixing layer. They remapped the eddy locations as time-space map to investigate the eddy formation, amalgamation events, and convection velocity.
For a supersonic flow, Smith and Smits (1995) observed the large-scale coherent structures in a supersonic turbulent boundary layer via cinematographic schlieren imaging and other visualization techniques. They graphically evaluated the convection velocity by using the x-t diagram of the sequential binary schlieren images. They concluded that the convection velocity of the boundary-layer thickness-size structures in the boundary layer was 0.9 ± 0.1 of the freestream flow speed. Jonassen et al. (2006) and Hargather et al. (2011) evaluated the convection velocity in a supersonic boundary-layer and jet from two schlieren images using the same manner of PIV.
Their system combined commercially available PIV equipment capable of 15-Hz acquisitions with a standard schlieren optical instrument. This imaging system captured structures far smaller than the boundary-layer thickness-size structures in the boundary layer. The convection velocity of the small structures followed the local flow speed in the boundary layer.
Ben-Yakar et al. (2002 & 2006) captured the time evolution of a jet into a supersonic flow by using fast-framing schlieren images. They measured the convective velocity of turbulent eddies in a jet into a supersonic crossflow from eight time-series schlieren images with a typical sampling rate of 1 MHz. They tracked the displacement of the individual eddies using two-frame imagebased fast Fourier transform (FFT) cross-correlation, which is similar to PIV. In their method, the interrogation area was selected manually to include the eddy of interest. They also investigated the formation cycle of the eddy manually. The manual selection was difficult when the numbers of eddies and frames increased. Manual detection may introduce uncertainty because of the arbitrary choice.
To investigate the relationship between the convection velocity and the growth rate of eddies, information regarding the eddy size and the convection velocity should be extracted from the image data. The size of the eddy depends on the eddy amalgamation. Therefore, we developed a new method for non-manually extracting information regarding both the size and convection velocity of eddies from the fast-framing images. We focused on the image gradations due to the eddies in the image and remapped the image intensities of the eddies as a time-space map in the similar manner to Brown and Roshko (1974) , Smith and Smits (1995 ), and Ben-Yakar et al. (2002 . The method uses a two-dimensional (2D) Fourier transform to efficiently extract the dominant structures.
In the present study, we applied the newly proposed technique to a Mach 2 supersonic boundary layer and a sonic transverse injection into a Mach 2 supersonic flow. This paper begins with a description of the wind-tunnel facility, including the flow conditions. A detailed description of the proposed method is then presented, followed by the results. The combination of the zeropadding fast Fourier transform (FFT) for a 2D Fourier transform and the sub-pixel estimation of the peak findings in the Fourier domain remarkably improved the spatial resolution of the analysis.
For the case of the supersonic boundary layer, the convection velocities obtained using the proposed method were compared with previously published experimental data (Spina et al. 1991; Poggie et al. 2004; Hargather et al. 2011) . They were also compared with data obtained using image-based cross-correlation (Gruber et al. 1997; Ben-Yakar et al. 2002) for both the supersonic boundary layer and the transverse jet.
Experimental Apparatus
The experiments were conducted in a suction-type supersonic wind-tunnel facility, which is schematically depicted in Fig The injector module consisted of a sonic injector block and a manifold. The orifice diameter (D) was 1.0 mm, and its depth was 12.5 mm. A miniature piezoelectric pressure transducer was installed on the manifold to monitor the stagnation pressure of the jet. The stagnation pressure was used to evaluate the jet-to-crossflow momentum flux ratio ( J ).
We conducted two series of experiments: transverse-jet experiments and supersonic boundarylayer experiments. For the transverse-jet experiments, room-temperature helium-simulating fuel hydrogen-was injected perpendicularly through a sonic orifice into the freestream. In this study, J was 6.0, and the Reynolds number based on D and the jet conditions was 3.0 × 10 4 . For the supersonic boundary-layer experiments, we acquired schlieren movies without the injection. A Cartesian coordinate system was used to represent the results, with the origin at the center of the injector, the streamwise direction along the x-axis, the height from the injector wall along the yaxis, and the spanwise direction along the z-axis.
A mirror-based, z-arrangement schlieren system captured the turbulent structures and the shock waves in the flow field. A Shimadzu HPV-1 fast-framing camera (312 × 260 pixel array) was used to capture fast-framing schlieren movies. The camera recorded 90 time-series images at 1,000,000 
Enhancement of Turbulent Structures
First, we normalized the original image ( 
where
This normalization was performed under the assumption that all the images had similar structures throughout the test. This normalization reduced the error due to light-intensity fluctuations. The series of
!
In ij n yields the following series of fluctuating images (
In ij is the time-averaged image computed as
Here, N is the total number of frames. The intensity along the turbulent structures was nearly sinusoidal. A positive intensity was observed in the left portion of a structure, and a negative intensity was observed in the right portion of the structure. The scales of the turbulent structures were estimated by counting the cycles of dark and bright bands in the image. 
Conversion of Time-Series Images into Time-Space Map
The trajectory of motion is one of the important factors for analyzing the motion of objects.
Usually, the trajectory of motion is automatically determined when the convection velocity of the object is evaluated, because the trajectory is tangential to the direction of the convection velocity.
The image-based spatial cross-correlation method (Gruber et al. 1997; Ben-Yakar & Hanson 2002) for evaluating the convection velocity of turbulent structures automatically determines the trajectory of motion of a turbulent structure. However, the present method using 2D Fourier analysis requires the predetermined trajectory of motion for generating a time-space trajectory map of the turbulent-structure convection. In the present study, we employed a standard-deviation image calculated using a series of the fluctuating images to determine the relevant trajectory of the motion. The standard-deviation image was computed as follows: Fourier transform is applied to diagonal stripes, the 2D power spectrum shows two high-amplitude points corresponding to the angle and interval of the diagonal stripes. These two points have point symmetrical with respect to the image center (DC component). To clarify the nature of the 2D
Fourier transform, the power spectrum for some time-space diagonal stripe patterns is shown in A high-amplitude point is generated in a direction perpendicular to the stripe pattern. The distance from the image center to the high-amplitude point in the normalized frequency space (r k )
is inversely proportional to the interval of the stripes in the physical space. The angle to the highamplitude point in the wave-number domain (θ k ) corresponds to the stripe angle in the spatial
The convection velocity of the dominant structures (U c ) is evaluated according to θ k (or θ), as follows: 
The wave number and formation frequency of the dominant structures (k d and f d ) are evaluated according to θ k and r k , as follows: Figure 9 shows the 2D power spectra evaluated from the time-space map shown in Fig. 7 .
Figures 9a and 9b show the spectra for the regions of x/D = 6-20 and x/D = 48-62, as framed by the dashed lines in Fig. 7 . These power spectra were obtained with the zero-padding FFT, which is described in detail later. A comparison between Figs 9a and 9b clearly reveals that θ k was larger and r k was longer for the near field of the injector. In the near field, θ k was 63.5°, and r k was 0.24.
In the far field, θ k decreased to 59.0°, and r k was approximately half of that in the near field.
According to these θ k and r k values, we evaluated the convection velocity, wave number, and formation frequency of the dominant structures using Eqs. 7, 8, and 9, respectively. For the case without interpolations, the relative error fluctuated and decreased with increasing N S . However, the relative error was still approximately +4% at N S = 300. This means that the maximum N S given by the imaging sensor element yielded insufficient estimation accuracy with no interpolation. To increase the accuracy of the peak detection beyond the sensor size, we applied sub-pixel estimation, which is usually used in PIV (Willert & Gharib 1991) , for detecting the peak power position in the Fourier domain.
The sub-pixel position was estimated using the common method of fitting a Gaussian function to the samples. The dashed lines in Fig. 10 indicate the relative error obtained using the sub-pixel estimation. The relative error in this case was smaller than that in the case without interpolations.
The error rapidly approached zero, resulting in ±1% for N S > 30. The data length N S of 30 corresponds to a spatial resolution of approximately 9 mm for the present imaging.
To significantly improve the spatial resolution, we appended zeroes to the stripe pattern before taking the Fourier transform (zero-padding FFT) (Lourenco & Krothapalli 1995) . When a signal is padded with zeroes, the data length for the Fourier transform increases with the number of zeroes.
Thus, a power spectrum with a substantially higher-frequency resolution is obtained. Figure 11 shows the effects of the zero padding on the 2D power spectrum. Figures 11a and 11b show the cases without and with padding, respectively. The data length in the s direction was increased threefold by the zero padding. These power spectra were obtained from the time-space map shown in Fig. 7 . The zero-padding yielded improvements in the detection of the spectral peaks-not only The padding with the Gaussian sub-pixel interpolation yielded remarkable accuracy improvements, even for N S < λ. The periodical data in the time direction compensated for the lack of data in the s direction for N S < λ. The small N S increased the locality and spatial resolution in the analysis. This is one of the significant advantages of the image analysis. For the present study, N S was set as 15, and the total data length for the Fourier transform was increased threefold by the zero padding compared with N S . The convection velocities for each height were evaluated using the proposed method with the zero-padding 2D FFT, as shown in Fig. 13 . The horizontal axis indicates the convection velocity normalized with respect to the freestream velocity of 507 m/s, and the vertical axis indicates the height from the wall normalized with respect to δ 99 = 3.6 mm. The convection velocities were evaluated for the highest, second-highest, and third-highest peaks on the upper and lower walls at same position. We adopted only the second and third peaks that were 0.8 times as large as the highest peak for the averaging. The data were compared with the flow velocity measured using PIV at the same x nozzle = 184 mm (Uramoto et al. 2016 ).
Validations and Discussions
Supersonic Boundary Layer
The mean value of the convection velocity at y/δ 99 > 0.5 was U C /U ∞ ≈ 0.85. The error bar rapidly increased with y/δ 99 . This was caused by the intermittency in the turbulent boundary layer.
Hargather et al. (2011) Poggie and Leger (2015) suspect that the large-scale structures move at a speed of U C /U ∞ ≈ 0.9; on the other hand, the small-scale structures move at the local mean velocity. The spatial resolution of our schlieren image was coarse for capturing the entire region of the flow field. Therefore, only large-scale structures were captured, resulting in the reproduction of the nearly constant transverse profile of U C in the boundary layer. Figure 14 , the dominant scale in the boundary layer appears similar to δ 99 . However, the boundary layer contained not only structures having a similar scale to δ 99 but also structures having other scales. The dominant scales near the outer edge of the boundary layer were larger than those near the wall. In the present case, the largest scale was approximately 3 × δ 99 , which is similar to that at x nozzle = 170-200 mm in Fig. 14. On the other hand, the smallest scales were half of δ 99 . 
Sonic Injection into Supersonic Crossflow
For the transverse-jet case, the evaluation of U C appeared to be significantly affected by the trajectory of the convection compared with that for the boundary-layer case, where the trajectory was almost parallel to the wall. Therefore, we checked the validity of the maximum ! "n trajectory as the trajectory of the convection. Figure 15 compares the maximum ! "n trajectory to the convection-velocity direction evaluated via a spatial cross-correlation-based method (Ben-Yakar & Hanson 2001; Ben-Yakar et al. 2006 ). In the correlation-based method, an interrogation window whose size was selected to fully encompass a typical structure was employed, and the displacement of the structure between two time-separated frames was evaluated using a spatial cross-correlation algorithm such as PIV. Thus, we call this method an SIV.
For the correlation-based method, the structure displacements were evaluated by using a direct cross-correlation algorithm with sub-pixel estimation. The interrogation-window size was manually determined by viewing the schlieren movies and differed with respect to x/D, typically in the range of 11-31 pixels. The dashed enclosed regions in Fig. 15 show the interrogation window for the correlation-based method. The searching area within the interrogation area was ±3 pixels.
To improve the accuracy of evaluating the displacement beyond the pixel resolution, the images were interpolated via Fourier interpolation (Suzuki et al. 2012 ) before taking the cross-correlation, which is similar to the zero-padding FFT mentioned previously. For the Fourier interpolation, the image was first converted by the 2D FFT, and then zeroes were appended in the frequency domain.
After the zero-padding, the image in the frequency domain was inverted in the spatial domain.
The thick vectors in Fig. 15 are the mean vectors of the convection velocity evaluated using the correlation-based method. The dashed lines indicate the trajectory of interest evaluated using the ! "n image. Figure 15 shows that the maximum ! "n trajectory was tangential to the convectionvelocity direction. Therefore, the maximum ! "n trajectory is appropriate as the jet trajectory. It was previously reported that large-scale structures rolled up at a convection speed close to the jet exit velocity V j (Gruber et al. 1997; Ben-Yakar and Hanson 2002) . The jet turned to the streamwise direction after traveling a certain x/D, and the convection velocity was relaxed towards the freestream velocity. Our measurements well captured the relaxation of U C towards the freestream value. However, they did not reproduce U C ≈ V j near the injector. For the present study, the injectant was room-temperature helium; thus, the jet exit velocity V j was 874 m/s (V j /U ∞ = 1.73). For both the zero-padding 2D FFT and the SIV, the convection velocity did not reach this value. We attribute this to the low resolution of the imaging system. Because our imaging system captured the entire flow region of the transverse injection over x/D > 60, it was difficult for the system to capture the generation of the very small eddies in the vicinity of the injector. 
Conclusion
We captured time-series schlieren images by using a fast-framing camera with a frame rate of 1 MHz. The schlieren images revealed the turbulent structures within the boundary layer and the transverse jet into a Mach 2 supersonic flow. We developed a new image-analysis method using a 2D Fourier transform for efficiently evaluating the convection velocity and scale of the dominant structures.
In the schlieren images, the turbulent structures appeared as periodical gradations of the image intensity. First, the image intensities on the turbulent structures were sampled along the trajectory where the turbulent structures were convected, and a time-space intensity map was reconstructed from them. The time-space map showed right-running stripe patterns. The stripe patterns indicate that stable structures were periodically generated and convected downstream. When the Fourier transform was applied to the time-space map containing diagonal stripes, the transformed image exhibited high-amplitude points corresponding to both the angle and interval of the stripes in the time-space map. The convection velocity and dominant scale of the turbulent structures were calculated according to the angle and distance from the DC component to the high-amplitude point in the Fourier domain. The frequency-wave number resolution in the Fourier domain was improved by using a zero-padding FFT method. The accuracy of the peak estimation in the Fourier domain was improved using a sub-pixel peak-finding method with a Gaussian fit. The combination of the zero-padding method and the sub-pixel estimation allowed the accurate detection of highamplitude points even in cases of a short data length for the Fourier transform.
We applied this image-analysis method for both the supersonic boundary layer and the transverse jet into a Mach 2 supersonic flow. To validate the proposed method, the results were compared with those obtained using SIV. For both cases, the convection velocity obtained using the proposed method agreed well with those obtained using SIV.
For the supersonic boundary layer, the convective velocity was approximately 85% of the freestream velocity for entire region at y/δ 99 > 0.5. This agrees with previously published experimental data. Our method revealed that various scales coexisted in the boundary layer. Near the outer edge of the boundary layer, the dominant scale was three times larger than the boundarylayer thickness. On the other hand, it was significantly smaller than the boundary-layer thickness near the wall. In addition to these structures, turbulent structures having a scale similar to the boundary-layer thickness coexisted across the boundary layer. The coexistence of the small-and large-scale structures indicates that some small structures produced large-scale motion in the boundary layer. 
